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GMSacha Inchi $QEDN release its sales

projections for 2023 to 2026 for a total of

over $775 Million USD. Based on the

5,000 hectares of Sacha Inchi planted

MEDELLIN, ANTIOQUIA, COLOMBIA,

December 13, 2022 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- The ministerio de

Agricultura of Colombia released on

December 6, 2022, the plan to grow

5,000 hectares of Sacha Inchi from

2023 to 2026. GMSacha Inchi $QEDN

has contracts with farmers totaling 307

Hectares for 2022. By 2023 the area will increase to 406 hectares, by 2024 the area will increase

to 812 hectares, by 2025 the area will increase to 1,624 and by 2026 the area will increase to

3,248 out of the 5,000 hectares projected.

GMSacha Inchi a new

lifestyle for farmers and

consumers”

Nanny Katharina (Kate)

Bahnsen

GMSacha Inchi $QEDN has secured enough Sacha Inchi

seeds and has the capacity to produce GMSacha Inchi

Beverages, snacks, premixes, and the pet lines. The

projected sales for 2023 is at least $51 million USD, for

2024 is $103 Million USD, for 2025 is $ 206 Million USD,

and for 2026 is $413 Million USD. For a total of $775 Million

in the next 4 years.

GMSacha Inchi $QEDN was able to accomplish very important steps in 2022 to make sure that in

2023 GMSacha Inchi $QEDN can sell its products in the USA and worldwide. These steps

include:

1- GMSacha Inchi participated in Gulfood in Dubai in February 2022. During that event, we

introduced our GMSacha Inchi beverage to companies like Panda in Saudi Arabia.

https://panda.com.sa/en/ 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://panda.com.sa/en/


GMSacha Inchi beverages finished the second batch

pack in 200 ml

GMSacha Inchi sales projections 2023-2026

We have been working with Panda to

do a cobranding beverage made with

Almond Beverages, a heavy creamery

made with plant-based beverages, and

GMSacha Inchi. The minimum volume

is 79,000 liters of Almond Beverages,

79,000 liters of heavy creamery made

with Almonds, and 20,000 GMSacha

Inchi liters for 2023. This is a $354,200

USD sale for 2023. GMSacha Inchi is

working with Panda to close this order

ASAP.

2- GMSacha Inchi $QEDN participated

in the Plant-Base summit in October

2022 and meet with 49 companies

from the USA, Japan, and Canada.  29

of those companies want to have

GMSacha Inchi products. These

companies include UNFI, Associate

Supermarket, University of California

Santa Cruz, University of California

Long Beach, Giant Eagle Marketplace,

University of Waterloo, DPI Specialty

Food, and Amazon. These companies

received samples of our products and

we are expecting to close these sales in

2023.

GMSacha Inchi $QEDN emailed a

proposal to Albertson to do a cobranding between Albertsons and GMSacha Inchi, we are

waiting on the feedback from Alberston and closed this sale in 2023.

3- GMSacha Inchi $QEDN participated in the Macrorueda in Houston on November 9 and 10.

During that event GMSacha Inchi $QEDN meet with Goya, Federated Group, HEB, and other

companies. GMSacha Inchi $QEDN provided samples and a quote to those companies and we

are waiting on the feedback regarding those quotes. 

4- GMSacha Inchi $QEDN also visited the Port of Houston to establish relationships with import

agents to be able to import our Product into the USA in 2023.

5- GMSacha Inchi $QEDN has FDA and USDA approval to import GMSacha Inchi products into the

USA.



6- GMSacha Inchi $QEDN found one warehouse in Houston that can be rented that will hold the

inventory necessary to drop-ship products to any client in the USA and supply Amazon prime. 

7- Nasdaq and New to the street agreed to run commercials for GMSacha Inchi products in 2023

on major TV channels. 

8- GMSacha Inchi $QEDN run the second batch of our GMSacha Inchi beverages in 200 ml on

December 7, 2022. This new batch has three more flavors natural, Vanilla-Banana, Mocha

(Chocolate-Coffee). In total GMSacha Inchi has 4 flavors available. The samples will be shipped

next week to our customers. 

9- GMSacha Inchi $QEDN has been able to acquire the rights to sell a beverage made with

Almonds, Macadamia, and Hazelnuts under the GMSacha Inchi brand.

10 - GMSacha Inchi has also sent samples of new flavors to Nestle that will be reviewed by the

new business development department and expect to have feedback in 2023. 

11- GMSacha Inchi has been approved to sell to Carulla and Grupo Exito in Colombia

www.grupoexito.com 

GMSacha Inchi has developed the only beverage in the world with Omega 3,6,9 and a complete

vegan protein with all 9 essential amino acids.

A safe harbor for forward-looking statements is provided by the Private Securities Litigation

Reform Act of 1995 (Reform Act of 1995). The Reform Act of 1995 was adopted to encourage

such forward-looking statements without the threat of litigation, provided those statements are

identified as forward-looking and are accompanied by meaningful cautionary statements

identifying important factors that could cause the actual results to differ materially from those

projected in the statement. Forward-looking statements have been and will be made in written

documents and oral presentations of QED Connect (GMS) and its subsidiaries. Such statements

are based on management beliefs, as well as assumptions made by and information currently

available to management. When used in this filing, the words believe, anticipate, endeavor,

estimate, expect, objective, projection, forecast, goal, and similar expressions are intended to

identify forward-looking statements. In addition to any assumptions and other factors referred

to specifically in connection with such forward-looking statements, factors that could cause QED

Connect (GMS) and its subsidiaries' actual results to differ materially from those contemplated in

any forward-looking statements include, among others, the following:

Factors affecting utility operations such as unusual weather conditions; catastrophic weather-

related damage; unusual maintenance or repairs; unanticipated changes to fossil fuel costs;

unanticipated changes to gas supply costs, or availability due to higher demand, shortages,

transportation problems or other developments; environmental or pipeline incidents;

transmission or distribution incidents; unanticipated changes to electric energy supply costs, or

availability due to demand, shortages, transmission problems or other developments; or electric

https://www.newtothestreet.com/
http://www.grupoexito.com


transmission or gas pipeline system constraints.

Increased competition in the energy environment including effects of industry restructuring and

unbundling.

Regulatory factors such as unanticipated changes in rate-setting policies or procedures, recovery

of investments and costs made under traditional regulation, and the frequency and timing of

rate increases.

Financial or regulatory accounting principles or policies imposed by the Financial Accounting

Standards Board; the Securities and Exchange Commission; the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission; state public
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